Canadian Small Modular Reactor
(SMR) Roadmap
Summary of Key Findings

In partnership with interested provinces, territories and power utilities, Natural Resources Canada has convened a
roadmap to engage stakeholders on the future of small modular reactors in Canada. Through a series of expert working
groups, and workshops held across Canada, the roadmap has gathered feedback on the direction for the possible
development and deployment of SMRs in Canada. The final roadmap report will be completed in fall 2018.

What is a Small Modular
Reactor?
Small Modular Reactors (SMRs) are nuclear
fission reactors that are being designed to be
built at a smaller size but in larger numbers
than most of the world’s current nuclear fleet.
Some small nuclear reactors have existed
since the beginning of reactor technology fifty
years ago. Examples include research reactors
at universities (of which there are several in
Canada), demonstration reactors (built prior to
scaling up a design for commercial electricity
supply), and marine propulsion reactors (used in
vessels of several navies for decades).

Economic Competitiveness
Canada has one of the world’s most promising domestic markets for SMRs. Conservative
estimates place the potential value for SMRs in Canada at $5.3B between 2025 and 2040.
Globally, the SMR market is much bigger, with a conservative estimated value of $150B
between 2025 and 2040. This represents a large potential export market for Canada, which has
already exported nuclear reactor technology to six other countries.
Canada has a window of opportunity to lead as it has all the necessary elements – a
strong international brand, flexible and performance based regulator, world class nuclear
laboratories and demonstration sites, a mature supply chain and domestic uranium mining
industry, extensive nuclear operating experience, and strong science and technology in
related areas (materials science, medicine, irradiation/sterilization, food safety).
In Canada, SMRs have three major areas of application:
•

On-grid power generation, especially in provinces phasing out coal in the near future.
Utilities want to replace end-of-life coal plants with non-emitting base-load plants of
similar size. Larger SMRs are likely to align to this application.

•

On- and off-grid combined heat and power for heavy industry. Oilsands producers and
remote mines would benefit from medium-term options for bulk heat and power that
would be more reliable and cleaner than their current energy sources. Small or medium
SMRs are likely to fit this need.

•

Off-grid power, district heating, and desalination in remote communities. These currently
rely almost exclusively on diesel fuel, which has various limitations (e.g. cost, emissions).
Renewables and batteries can mitigate these limitations to some extent for residential
power, but may not supply building heat, nor are they likely to offer reliable bulk energy to
open up economic development. Very small SMRs may address these needs.

SMRs are being designed to be:
•

Small – in both power output and
physical size;

•

Modular – meaning they are factory
constructed, portable and scalable;

•

Reactors – using nuclear fission to produce
energy: energy for electricity, hybrid
energy systems, district heating, water
desalination, and high quality steam for
heavy industry applications.
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Innovation
SMRs are a re-scaling and repurposing of nuclear technology for
wider markets. They represent a paradigm shift for nuclear
reactor technology -- analogous to the shift of steam engines from
mineshafts into ships and vehicles, or the movement of computers from
mainframe to desktop and then to laptop.
Traditionally, nuclear energy has primarily been used to provide
baseload power to large power grids, such as Ontario’s, where nuclear
provides over 60% of the province’s electric power with very low
emissions. SMR designs should be able to take nuclear to smaller
power grids (Saskatchewan), off-grid (remote mines and northern
communities), allow for greater load following (to replace fossil fuels)
and support the integration of more intermittent renewables in
the grid within hybrid systems. SMRs could also potentially lead to
greater greenhouse gas reductions through the decarbonisation of the
transportation industry, which could also be an enabler for improved
infrastructure (such as high speed electric rail services). All of these
capabilities could make a dramatic difference in Canada’s ability to
meet its Paris Accord commitments to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions.

spectrum of possible nuclear reactor technologies. Some of these are
in current commercial use, some have been physically demonstrated
in the past, some are being prototyped now, and some are still
conceptual. Most of these designs incorporate innovative features,
including passive safety (if the system is not actively managed, it
shuts itself down safely), inherent safety (making harmful emissions
physically impossible), design for easy manufacture, and many years
of operation on a single load of fuel. Some designs even have the
potential to reduce the amounts of radioactive waste from existing
reactors by closing the fuel cycle, where spent fuel is processed and
partly reused.
Some SMR designs could be deployed in the near term with most
available within the next 7 to 15 years. For some of the more tested
technologies, the timeline challenges are not so much with the reactor
design as with economic, social, regulatory and waste management
issues that need to be clarified, including: who owns and operates the
reactor, how is it licensed, how are risks shared, who owns the waste
and how is it managed, and community engagement.

There are over 150 proposed designs for SMRs worldwide. This number
reflects both the excitement around their potential, and also the wide

On the other hand, for some of the more innovative reactor
technologies, many technical questions remain to be resolved, which
may require additional years of investment in computer modelling,
prototype or demonstration reactors, and operating experience.

Pan-Canadian Approach
Through the six-month Generation Energy dialogue in 2017, Natural Resources Canada (NRCan) heard that Canadian partners
would need to work together to realize the potential for SMRs. In response, NRCan convened the SMR Roadmap Project with
interested provinces, territories and power utilities. The Project is a ten-month program of engagement with the nuclear
industry, as well as potential end-users such as Northern and Indigenous communities and heavy industry stakeholders,
to explore the potential scope for a national path forward for SMRs.
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Key Findings from the Roadmap
Common themes that emerged from the SMR Roadmap process:
Finding 1: Successful SMR deployment will likely require a ‘fleet’
based approach to operations in order to benefit from standardization
and economies of series (i.e. capital costs decrease as more units are
produced).
Finding 2: Demonstrating SMR technology in Canada is key to
capturing first mover advantage. Canada’s three applications will likely
have different demonstration ‘tracks’.
Finding 3: Appropriate risk sharing among governments, power utilities
and industry will be necessary for SMR demonstration and deployment
in Canada.
Finding 4: Public and Indigenous groups, as well as other potential
end-users, have concerns about safety, waste management, and overall
cost of SMRs. Ongoing engagement and knowledge-sharing will be
important as more information on SMRs becomes available.
Finding 5: Canada’s regulatory framework and waste management
regime are well-positioned to respond to the SMR paradigm shift,
but some modernization will be necessary to reflect the reality of the
smaller size of an SMR.

SMR Roadmap Recommendations and Next Steps
The SMR Roadmap Steering Committee recommends:
Demonstration
Governments, utilities, industry, and the national laboratory support
demonstration of SMR technologies, preferably more than one, at
appropriate sites in Canada.
Risk Sharing
A risk sharing mechanism between governments, utilities, and industry
to support early deployment in Canada by off-setting first of a kind risk
through appropriate financial and funding mechanisms.
Legislation and Regulation
Governments work with partners to modernize legislative and regulatory
requirements to ensure an economically viable and timely pathway for
SMRs, while maintaining high safety and security requirements.
Capacity Building and Engagement
Governments, utilities and industry support capacity building initiatives
to develop a robust knowledge base related to SMRs in Canada, and
commit to open and proactive engagement with public and Indigenous
groups on SMRs.
The final SMR Roadmap report is scheduled for completion by fall 2018.
Enquiries – Contact the Roadmap Secretariat, the Canadian Nuclear
Association, SMRS@cna.ca.
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